Introduction: Ca-Al-rich inclusions (CAIs) are the earliest formed crystalline material in our solar system [1] and they record early Solar System processes. Here we present petrographic and δ\textsubscript{25}Mg data of melilite mantles in a Type B1 CAI that records early solar nebular processes.

Petrography and Major Element Chemistry: EK 459-5-1 is a type B1 CAI measuring roughly 13.5 by 7.5mm, on loan from the Houston Museum of Natural Science. It is characterized by a spinel-fassaite-anorthite-melilite bearing core, with a ~2mm mantle of zoned melilite, indicative of the B1 classification [2]. Minor occurrence of 1-5 μm grains of fassaite and spinel in the melilite mantle. Distinct spinel-free islands (SFI) within the core (Fig. 1a) are Na-enriched, as observed in [3]. Interior fassaite shows subtle sector zoning as well as a sharp ‘chaotic’ [4] zoning. The melilite mantle occurs in solid solution between gehlenite (Ca\textsubscript{2}Al\textsubscript{2}Si\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{7}) and åkermanite (Ca\textsubscript{2}Mg\textsubscript{2}Si\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{7}). The mantle has two concentric textural types. An outer section is texturally massive and chemically zoned and an inner section that contains 3 or 4 bands of Mg, Al and Si oscillatory chemical zoning in the melilite (Fig. 1c). These bands typically contain small fassaite grains in alignment with the bands. Between the mantle and core, there is a sharp change in melilite composition and the occurrence of additional phases (Fig. 1c). Along the core boundary and boarders of SFIs, spinel exists in linear agglomerations of an almost ‘wall-like’ texture. Preliminary 26Al-26Mg data indicates that this CAI formed while 26Al was extant.

Methodology: Initial petrographic work was done at JSC through ARES laboratories. X-ray elemental maps were produced on a JEOL JSM-7600F SEM and major element data was collected with a Cameca SX-100 electron microprobe. In-Situ isotope studies have been done on a Nu Plasma II MC-ICP-MS and Analyte 193nm excimer laser system. The laser was operated with a spot size of 50 μm, 10 Hz rep rate, and a fluence of 2.99 J/cm\textsuperscript{2}. Natural gehlenite standards were used to correct for instrumental isotope fractionation. Data is reported in δ notation relative to DSM3 [5].

Results: Both line scans show a positive enrichment in δ\textsuperscript{25}Mg, expected from early evaporative processes [6], and a sharp rim ward decrease in δ\textsuperscript{25}Mg (Fig. 2). No definitive correlation can be made between Åk\textsubscript{46} and δ\textsuperscript{25}Mg. Both vary as a function of rim-core position so there is a net positive, core-ward trend to both. The variation seen from rim to core is ~Åk\textsubscript{42} to Åk\textsubscript{72} and ~Åk\textsubscript{46} to Åk\textsubscript{71} for MML\textsubscript{1} and MML\textsubscript{2}, respectively. There is a 1‰ increase in δ\textsuperscript{25}Mg from rim to core for both line scans. Additionally, both
line scans exhibit a notable change in δ^{25}Mg between the massive and the oscillatory zones of the mantle (Fig. 2, 3) but no measurable difference between the core and mantle melilite. Both line scans show a steady decrease in δ^{25}Mg from the oscillatory zone to the massive zone. The massive section of the mantle shows variable major element patterns (seen as Åk# in Fig. 2) as well as δ^{25}Mg. Trace element variations also exist between oscillatory zoned and massive sections, although not consistent between line scans. The trace element abundances are discussed in [7].

Figure 2 δ^{25}Mg and Åk# plotted vs. distance from rim. This is the complete transverse for both line scans. Cracks and obvious sections of alteration are indicated. The transitions between core, oscillatory zone and massive section are indicated with a dashed blue line. All error is reported as 2σ, much of the error is smaller than the data points.

Discussion: The sharp decrease in δ^{25}Mg from ~7-8 to 1% towards the rim is likely a late stage event signified by a disturbance in 26Al-26Mg systematics (loss of 26Mg*) but this is not well constrained. Our data is consistent with previous hypotheses [8, 9] that this event seems to mark a period of open system isotopic exchange with an adjacent reservoir of chondritic value, at least with regards to δ^{25}Mg.

Crosscutting relationships imply that the core of this CAI had to have been in place before the formation of the present mantle as evidenced by truncation of Cl rich zones in the core lithology (Fig. 1c). A normally zoned outward-in crystallization sequence due to localized surficial volatile depletion as presented in [10] does not seem to be the likely formation mechanism for EK 459-5-1. The core of EK 459-5-1 persisted through the melting event[s] which formed the mantle. The isotopic profile presented here does not agree with a complete outside-in crystallization model, as initial surficial melilite crystallization would render the CAI a closed system yielding no mechanism for core-ward enrichment in δ^{25}Mg [9].

δ^{25}Mg of the melilite in the core is essentially the same as the inner melilite mantle, indicating the same (or similar) source but from a different event as discussed above. The δ^{25}Mg profile of MML2 (Fig. 3) appears to vary as a step function correlating to the separate petrologic zones of the mantle. This could be a record of multiple partial remelting events interacting with different reservoirs of δ^{25}Mg or entirely different material altogether. This profile is not seen in MML1, although the variation (and subsequent decrease) between mantle zones is. It is clear that distinct petrologic, chemical and isotopic zones exist within this CAI, correlating to a diverse, multi-stage history.